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LANnet Managed ADSL Service Definition
Service Overview
The InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL service represents one of the connectivity
options within the InTechnology LANnet Service portfolio. It is a premium broadband
service aimed at businesses wishing to connect small to medium size offices to the
corporate network. The service includes a high specification terminating router that acts as
the service demarcation point. Reporting information relating to the service is available
through the web portal.
The InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL service delivers up to two bandwidth services;
including Internet access, private VPN, any of InTechnology’s managed data services,
Unity IP voice etc. In certain situations, the LANnet Managed ADSL service can be used as
a ‘back-up’ to increase the availability of a site that has a ‘primary’ leased line or Ethernet
circuit.
Several connectivity options exist depending on the bandwidth required to a site and the
maximum speed at which ADSL can be delivered to that site. Up to four circuits can be
delivered into a single router on a customer site offering reasonably high, asymmetric
throughput. The circuits are seen as equal cost paths and rudimentary traffic sharing
makes use of the available bandwidth.
Service Description
The LANnet managed ADSL service uses a cost effective, shared, contended infrastructure
to transport data from customer sites to the InTechnology core. The service requires a BT
telephone line (or lines); if these do not exist, new lines can be supplied by InTechnology.
The basic charge of the Service does not include the telephone line(s). The router located
on the customer site forms part of the service and is polled every 5 minutes for fault
detection and reporting purposes. InTechnology provides ongoing configuration
management of this router as well as using it to diagnose connectivity problems when
necessary.
See Table 1 below for details of line speed connectivity options:
Table 1 - Parameters for InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL Service
Service

Upstream Speed

Downstream Speed

LANnet Managed ADSL 500

Up to 250Kbps

1/2Mbps

LANnet Managed ADSL 1000

250Kbps

1Mbps

LANnet Managed ADSL 2000

250Kbps

2Mbps

LANnet Managed ADSL Max

Adaptive between
64-832Kbps*

Adaptive between
288Kbits -8Mbps*

LANnet Managed ADSL 2+

Adaptive upto
1024Kbps*

Adaptive upto 24Mbps*

* For rate-adaptive options, the actual speed of the line will depend upon several factors
including the noise conditions, the condition of the line and the distance from the serving
exchange.
Actual data throughput at any point in time depends on a number of factors including the
line speed chosen and the level of collective use of the underlying shared network. The
InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL service uses the high grade service from our supplier

increasing throughput during periods of high network utilisation however InTechnology can
not commit to deliver specific data transfer rates on any ADSL line.
The InTechnology managed ADSL 1Mbps & 2Mbps fixed rate line speed options can
ordinarily support 5 concurrent Unity IP voice channels offering cost effective, feature rich
telephony services to smaller sites. Additionally when multiple 1Mbps & 2Mbps lines are
terminated on the same router, 10 channels or more can be supported. The voice platform
has no ‘real-time’ network capability awareness and voice services will be severely
impacted if one of the lines to a ‘multi-line router’ should fail. InTechnology Professional
Services consultants can explain the considerations and options including the specification
of an ‘extra’ line for such eventualities.
Service Design
Customer data is carried over the BT telephone access circuit, then through the ADSL
infrastructure and on to the InTechnology resilient core platform. User connections are
authenticated on the InTechnology resilient authentication servers and the data tunnels
are delivered to the appropriate VPN(s); typically these would be either the Internet or the
customer’s private VPN.
Dynamic Line Management (DLM)
Dynamic line management operates on the ADSL rate-adaptive services only. DLM
effectively tunes the lines performance to maximize performance and stability. Historical
performance data will be gathered periodically from the lines and this will be used to
identify those lines which are performing badly. These lines will then be re-configured
automatically (if possible) to give an improvement in their overall ADSL performance and
stability. This re-configuration will result in a short break (typically 20 seconds) in the end
user service.
It is possible that re-configuration of a line could occur daily until a stable configuration is
found although it is expected that the majority of poorly performing lines will only require
1-2 re-configurations before reaching a stable point. The DLM process may result in a
decrease in the ADSL line rate, but this will only occur where a line is identified as
performing badly at a higher rate. DLM will also use interleaving to fix problem lines, and
this will result in an increase in the delay over the connection, which may affect some
delay sensitive services. The DLM process may also be applied manually as part of the
standard repair process following an end user fault report.
Service Installation
For the single line service, InTechnology configures the network and ships the configured
router to the customer, the customer is required to connect the configured router to the
‘enabled’ line. For multi-line services, InTechnology configures the network and installs the
configured router on the customer site.
Lead times
The target lead time to provide orders is between 10 and 15 working days and depends on
the availability of a line. Actual times may vary depending on customer availability for
appointment and any additional infrastructure shown to be required by the line plant
survey if a new line is required.
Charging

Charging for this service is based on a connection fee and then on a monthly rental basis
and is billed monthly in advance. Charging does not include the provisioning of a new line
(if this is required).

Repair Service Levels
InTechnology offer two service repair levels; the standard service charge includes the
Standard level of care. InTechnology encourages customers to upgrade to Enhanced care
to ensure that connectivity to sites is restored in a timely manner should a fault occur. If
the ADSL service is delivered over a customer owned line and the customer chooses to
upgrade to Enhanced Care, it is essential that the care level on the telephone line is
upgraded too. When InTechnology is the supplier of the line and the customer upgrades to
Enhanced care, InTechnology elevates the level of care on both the ADSL service and the
underlying phone line.
o

Standard – Standard care offers a 48 clock hour clear within InTechnology, but no
guaranteed response time, and is supported by a Service Level guarantee. No out
of hours engineering visits are scheduled under standard care.

o

Enhanced –Enhanced care offers a 24 clock hour clear within InTechnology a 3
hour response time, and is supported by an improved Service Level guarantee.
Out of hours engineering visits to site may be used to complete a repair if
unrestricted access is available. NB. This is the recommended service option.

Service Level Agreement
Service Availability
InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL Service SLA is being offered to cover the time for
service restoration (TSR) should the service be interrupted.
The TSR is defined as the time period between fault detection and restoration of service.
The TSR starts with pro-active fault detection by the InTechnology service management
centre (SMC) or when InTechnology acknowledges the Customer's reported fault. The
maximum TSR of the service offered is shown in the following table.
Service Element

Time for Service
Restoration

LANnet Managed ADSL with standard care

48 clock hours

LANnet Managed ADSL with enhanced care

24 clock hours

*Enhanced care (EC) is a chargeable option.
ADSL standard care (SC) offers a 48-clock hour clear with no guaranteed response time,
and is supported by a Service Level guarantee. No out of hours engineering visits are
scheduled under ADSL Standard Care.
ADSL enhanced care (EC) offers a 24-clock hour clear with a 3-hour response time, and is
supported by an improved Service Level guarantee. Out of hours engineering visits to site
may be used to complete a repair if unrestricted access is available.
If InTechnology determines that a fault on a managed ADSL service lies with the customer
premises equipment (CPE), InTechnology will aim to deliver a pre-configured replacement
device for customer ‘self-replacement’ the next business day.
Service Credits
InTechnology shall pay the Customer by way of Service Credits, a sum equal to one hour's
Service Charge (exclusive of VAT) for each full-completed hour in excess of the TSR based
on the following calculation.
Service Credit = (Monthly Service Charge) x Full completed hr(s) in excess of TSR /
Number of hours in a month
Service Credit Note
Any reduced charges under this Service Level Agreement will be confirmed by credit note
issued by InTechnology to Customer, confirming the adjustment to be made to the
following monthly charge.
InTechnology shall not be liable to pay any more to the Customer by way of service credits
in any one month than a sum that is equal to (the VAT exclusive amount of) one-month
service charge regardless of the number of network outages in that particular month.

